
 

Fossil of ancient squid eating a crustacean
while being eaten by an ancient shark

May 10 2021, by Bob Yirka
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Possible scenario explaining the taphonomy of the belemnite. Hybodus
hauffianus is known to have fed on belemnites, although it is unclear whether
some individuals learned how to avoid the swallowing of the calcitic rostrum.
The belemnite Passaloteuthis laevigata holds remains of the exuvia of Proeryon
in its arms. Credit: Swiss Journal of Palaeontology (2021). DOI:
10.1186/s13358-021-00225-z

A team of researchers has discovered a fossil they are describing as a
leftover fall event in which one creature was in the process of eating
another creature that was not consumed. In their paper published in the 
Swiss Journal of Palaeontology, the group describes the fossilized find
and what it taught them about behavior between ancient cephalopods and
vertebrate predators.

Over the course of many years, paleontologists have unearthed fossils of
creatures that were interacting at the time of their death—one such type
of interaction involves a predator capturing prey. Prior researchers have
called fossils of creatures just prior to being consumed "pabulites" (Latin
for "leftovers.") In this new effort, the researchers studied an ancient 
crustacean pabulite that was about to be consumed by an ancient squid-
like creature called a belemnite.

The combined fossils were discovered by an amateur collector who
found them in a quarry in Germany. Recently, one of the members of
the research team happened across the collection and arranged for the
State Museum of Natural History Stuttgart to purchase the specimens.
Soon thereafter, a research team was assembled and the group began
studying the find.

Both of the specimens were still embedded in the fossilized
sediment—one was a belemnite, the other a crustacean of the genus
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Proeryon—it had a body reminiscent of a lobster with long, thin claws.
The belemnite was in excellent condition, allowing the researchers to see
that a large portion of its upper soft body had been torn away by a
predator. The Proeryon, on the other hand, was in poor condition, and
the researchers believe that it was in the process of molting. Both fossils
were dated to approximately 180 million years ago.

After careful study of the positioning of the two fossils, the researchers
concluded that the belemnite was in the process of biting the crustacean,
or perhaps the skin it was shedding. And while it was doing so, the
belemnite was itself bitten by a larger predator—possibly an ancient
shark. The bite, it turned out, was lethal. The belemnite, with the
crustacean skin still in its mouth, sank to the bottom of the sea and died.
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Taphocoenosis of a Passaloteuthis bisulcata with preserved arm crown and
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remains of its prey, SMNS 70514, Early Toarcian, Tenuicostatum Zone,
Semicelatum Subzone, Ohmden, Germany. a Photo of the specimen and its prey.
b Camera lucida drawing after a. Credit: Swiss Journal of Palaeontology (2021).
DOI: 10.1186/s13358-021-00225-z

  More information: Christian Klug et al. Fossilized leftover falls as
sources of palaeoecological data: a 'pabulite' comprising a crustacean, a
belemnite and a vertebrate from the Early Jurassic Posidonia Shale, 
Swiss Journal of Palaeontology (2021). DOI:
10.1186/s13358-021-00225-z
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